Electronic structure across the metalinsulator (MI) transition of electron-doped V 1¹x W x O 2 epitaxial films (x = 00.06) grown on ¡-Al 2 O 3 substrates was studied by means of thermopower (S) measurements. Significant increase of «S«-values accompanied by MI transition was observed, and the transition temperatures of S (T S ) decreased with x in good linear relation with MI transition temperatures. «S« values of V 1¹x W x O 2 films at T > T S were constant at low values of 23¯V K ¹1 independently of x, which reflects a metallic electronic structure, whereas, those at T < T S almost linearly decreased with logarithmic W-concentrations. The gradient of ¹213¯V K ¹1 agrees well with ¹k B /e·ln10 (¹198¯V K
Introduction
Vanadium dioxide (VO 2 ) has attracted considerable attention due to its ability to reversibly transform from a low-temperature insulator into a high-temperature metal at ³340 K.
1) The metal insulator (MI) transition is accompanied by a structural change from monoclinic to tetragonal-type rutile structure. The transformation of crystal structure originates from dimerization of vanadium ions with accompanying the position shifting from linear chains along c-axis of rutile phase to zigzag type, resulting in a monoclinic structure. The structural change causes reconstruction of electronic structures to open up a charge gap of ³0.6 eV that abruptly changes both the electrical resistivity and infrared transmission.
2) These features of the MI transition for VO 2 appear promising for potential applications to electrical and optical switching devices, operating at room temperature (RT). Recently, reversible alternation of electronic properties from insulator to metal state was demonstrated by both electrostatic charge-doping 3) and hydrogenation, 4) which enables on-demandtunable devices using the MI transition of VO 2 .
However, it still remains controversy on driving mechanism of the MI transition in VO 2 , whether Peierls-type structurallydriven transition with electronphonon interaction or Mott-type electrically-driven transition with electron-electron interaction. 5) Experimental investigation on the electronic-structure change across MI transition is necessary to elucidate its origin and should give crucial information for fundamental physics as well as for practical device application of VO 2 . Thus, there have been many efforts to experimentally observe electronic structure mainly by spectroscopic techniques, such as X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (PES) 6) and angle resolved PES 7) for valence band structure observation, as well as X-ray absorption spectroscopy 8) for the conduction band structure, but the mechanism of the MI transition is not yet understood. Further investigation on the electronic-structure evolution by another experimental means is inevitable for the elucidation of MI transition of VO 2 .
Here, we focused on thermopower (S) as a physical property to investigate the electronic structure across the MI transition. Svalues should be sensitive to significant changes in the electronic structure of VO 2 at T MI because S reflects the energy differential of density of state (DOS) around the Fermi energy (E F ), ½@DOSðEÞ=@E E¼EF . In addition, the carrier concentration dependence of S-values for the insulating phase can clarify the shape of DOS at E F due to the E F shifts by carrier doping. 9) Although a few S measurements of undoped VO 2 have been reported, 10)13) there has been no report on electron-doped VO 2 . In this paper, we systematically investigated the S-values of electron-doped V 1¹x W x O 2 epitaxial films with different doping levels. Chemical substitution of VO 2 with aliovalent ions of W 6+ is a classical way to effectively dope electrons 14) and reduce the T MI . 15) Abrupt changes in the S-values accompanied by MI transition were observed for all the films and the transition temperature of S decreased with x in good linear relation with T MI . We examined the electronic-structure changes of V 1¹x W x O 2 films across the MI transition by means of S measurements. , and the repetition rate of 10 Hz) was used to ablate WO 3 -added V 2 O 5 polycrystalline target disks, which were prepared by sintering V 2 O 5 and WO 3 powders mixed in a stoichiometric ratio of V 2 O 5 :WO 3 = (1 ¹ x)/2:x. The film composition of x was varied with the nominal composition of the targets. The growth temperature was fixed at 500°C and oxygen partial pressure (P O2 ) was optimized at 2.0 Pa, because the ratio of resistivity change across MI transition is extremely sensitive to P O2 during thin film growth. 16) After the deposition, the films were cooled to RT under the same oxygen pressure. The film thickness was fixed at ³20 nm, which was characterized by X-ray reflectivity measurement, and the deposition rate was ³2 nm min ¹1 . 100 of ¡-Al 2 O 3 substrate. As x increased in V 1¹x W x O 2 films, the peak intensity of 300 (M) weakened and disappeared at x = 0.022 [ Fig. 1(a) ]. Since the double lattice spacing along a-axis of monoclinic phase originates from the formation of vanadiumion dimer, the disappearance of 300 (M) diffraction proves the transformation from monoclinic to rutile-type structure. For V 1¹x W x O 2 films with x ² 0.022, h0l (h = l) diffraction peaks of tetragonal VO 2 (T) were observed, indicating that the structural transition temperature decreased below RT. All obtained V 1¹x W x O 2 films with x up to 0.06 were confirmed to be epitaxially grown on ¡-Al 2 O 3 substrates and the crystalline orientation kept unchanged, independently of x [ Fig. 1(b) ].
Experimental

Results and discussions
Temperature dependence of resistivity (μT) and thermopower (ST) was measured to investigate the MI transition characteristics of V 1¹x W x O 2 epitaxial films with x = 00.06, where the μ T and ST were measured along [010](M) direction of V 1¹x W x O 2 films. μT was measured by d.c. four probe method with van der Pauw electrode configuration. ST was measured by giving a temperature difference of ³4 K in the film using two Peltier devices, where the actual temperatures of both sides of V 1¹x W x O 2 film surface were monitored by two tiny thermocouples [measurement setup for thermopower is shown in Fig. 3(a) ]. The thermoelectromotive force (¦V) and ¦T were simultaneously measured and the S-values were obtained from the slope of the ¦V¦T plots. ¦V¦T plots at 300 K for V 1¹x W x O 2 epitaxial films are shown in Fig. 3(b) , which ensures a linear relationship between ¦V and ¦T. Figure 4 (a) shows μT curves normalized by μ at 350 K for V 1¹x W x O 2 epitaxial films with x = 00.06. Here, we normalized μ to show the change of T MI clearly, because μ of V 1¹x W x O 2 epitaxial films were scattered even at the metallic state, where the average μ was 3.1 © 10 ¹4 ³ cm with a standard deviation of 2.5 © 10 ¹4 ³ cm at 350 K. The average μ was confirmed to be consistent with previously reported values of V 1¹x W x O 2 films.
15)
The arrows indicate the position of T MI , which is defined as the peak position of the derivative curve, d log μ Â Ã =dT . The μ of un-doped VO 2 film showed a sharp resistivity jump at T MI of 338 K, which is similar to 341 K of VO 2 bulks. 1) Generally, epitaxial strains imposed on VO 2 films by substrates have a significant effect on T MI . Compared to VO 2 films grown on (001) TiO 2 substrates, 17) where T MI is depressed down to below 300 K without intentional doping, the VO 2 films on ¡-Al 2 O 3 substrates are not subjected to an epitaxial strain effect, presumably because lattice relaxation of VO 2 occurs at the interface of the ¡-Al 2 O 3 substrate due to the difference in crystallographic symmetry. With increase of x, the T MI shifted to a lower temperature and became below RT at x ² 0.022, which is consistent with the decrease in the structural transition temperature observed in the XRD measurements. Figure 4 (b) summarizes the ST curves. The obtained S-values were negative in the entire temperature range, indicating that n-type carriers are dominant in both the metal and insulating phases of V 1¹x W x O 2 films. As the temperature decreases, significant increase and the saturation of S-values were observed for all films. It should be noted that it was hard to measure S-values of undoped VO 2 films at low temperature because of the high contact resistance >1 M³, i.e. reliable thermoelectromotive force was not obtained at low temperature. The saturated «S«-values of V 1¹x W x O 2 films (x = 0.010.06) decreased linearly with decrease of temperature down to zero, which is consistent with the linear decrease of ST for insulating phase of undoped VO 2 bulk, 11) and suggesting that they are degenerate semiconductors. The transition temperatures (T S ), where S-values start to increase, are indexed by arrows. We compare the x dependences of T S and T MI (Fig. 5) extracted from μT [ Fig. 4(a) ] and ST [ Fig. 4(b) ]. T S and T MI were observed at almost the same temperature and monotonically decreased with an increase of x, which clearly indicate that the transition observed in ST originates from electronic structure reconstruction at T MI .
For metallic phase at T > T S , the S-values of V 1¹x W x O 2 films were constant at ¹23¯V K ¹1 regardless of x [ Fig. 4(b) ], which agrees well with the previously reported S-values of ³¹20 V K ¹1 for the metallic phase of un-doped VO 2 bulks, 10), 11) microbeams, 12) and films. 13) On the other hand, for the insulating phase at T < T S , the saturated maximum «S«-values («S max «), which are defined as the «S«-values for intrinsic insulating phases, 11) steeply decreased from 205¯V K ¹1 (x = 0.01) to 43¯V K ¹1 as x increased up to 0.06 [ Fig. 4(b) ]. «S«-values of insulating V 1¹x W x O 2 at low temperature showed T-linear tendency, suggesting that the «S«-value obeys Mott formula,
where ·(E) is energy-dependent conductivity and k B is Boltzmann's constant. 18) The Mott formula is most frequently used to explain S-values of metal and degenerate semiconductor, where the «S«-values decrease linearly with T by reflecting the gradient of DOS around E F . Therefore, we used Mott formula divided by T, «S max «/T max , to compare the «S max «-values of insulating V 1¹x W x O 2 films with different x at the same temperature. As shown in the inset of Fig. 5 , «S max «/T max monotonically decreased with increasing x, suggesting that the ½@DOSðEÞ=@E E¼EF becomes moderate with an increase of x.
In order to construct the carrier density (n e ) dependence of S-values for the V 1¹x W x O 2 films, Hall effect measurement with van der Pauw electrode configuration was performed at RT, but reliable Hall voltages were not obtained, presumably due to the low carrier mobility (¯0.1 cm 2 V ¹1 s
¹1
) and high carrier concentration of the V 1¹x W x O 2 films.
19) Therefore, we used the Wconcentration instead of n e from doping levels (x) in V 1¹x W x O 2 films and plotted «S max « at 300 K [ Fig. 6(a) ]. In general, semiconductors possessing a parabolic DOS show a linear relationship between «S« and the log of carrier density (log n e ): 20) «S« = ¹k B /e·ln10 (log n e + C), where C is parameter that depend on the types of materials. «S max « 300K almost linearly decreased from 266 down to 105¯V K ¹1 as a function of log [W] with a gradient of ¹213¯V K ¹1 decade
, which agrees well with ¹k B / e·ln10 (= ¹198¯V K ¹1 decade ¹1 ). The linear decrease of S against log [W] suggests that S-values of V 1¹x W x O 2 films at T < T s reflects insulating electronic structures with a parabolic DOS around the conduction band bottom in the doping range of x = 0.010.06, which is consistent with the calculated band structure of insulating VO 2 .
21)
Here, we summarize the present results, comparing with the suggested electronic structure of VO 2 .
2) In principal, lowerenergy t 2g state of the V 3d orbital splits into d ¬ band and ³* band. In the metallic T-phase, d ¬ band overlaps the ³* band, and E F is located at the partially filled hybridized-band between the d ¬ and ³* states. This scenario is consistent with the constant Svalues of ¹23¯V K ¹1 for V 1¹x W x O 2 films at T > T MI , independently of W-concentration [ Fig. 6(a) ]. In the insulating Mphase, dimerization of V ions raises the ³* band above E F and the d ¬ band splits into bonding-and antibonding-d ¬ states, creating a charge gap between ³* band and antibonding-d ¬ band. Therefore, the steep decrease in the «S max «-values with x and the linear relation of «S max « against log [W], observed in V 1¹x W x O 2 films at T < T MI , indicate that the doped carriers are simply accomodated in the ³* band possessing a parabolic DOS in the doping rage of x = 0.010.06, as illustrated in Fig. 6(b) .
Summary
In summary, we investigated the S-values of electron-doped V 1¹x W x O 2 epitaxial films grown on ¡-Al 2 O 3 substrates to experimentally examine the electronic-structure change across the MI transition. «S« values of V 1¹x W x O 2 films at T > T S were independent of x and remain constant at low values of 23¯V K ¹1 , which reflects the metallic electronic structure. On the other hand, those at T < T S almost linearly decreased with logarithmic W-concentrations. The gradient of ¹213¯V K ¹1 agrees well with k B /e·ln10 (¹198¯V K ¹1 ), suggesting that they have insulating electronic structures with a parabolic density of state around the conduction band bottom in the doping range of x = 0.010.06. The present results should provide crucial information not only for fundamental physics but also for practical device applications of VO 2 . The «S max «/T max value decreases with an increase of x.
